REPORTS
WAND

REAL-TIME OPERATIONAL REPORTING IN MICROSOFT EXCEL®
FROM ORACLE E-BUSINESS SUITE AND SAP

Constantly navigating between your ERP and Excel is exhausting. You want to make
your own reports, but you’re frustratingly dependent on IT, unfriendly tools, and the
manual, time-destructive processes it takes to make reports presentable. Reports
Wand, an Excel-based solution that provides operational reporting across all ERP
modules, eliminates these unnecessary steps. This reporting solution reduces
errors, improves productivity, and creates an environment to easily provide the
right information to the right people in the right format.

Accelerate your month-end close processes
Combine data across multiple modules in the same report
Customize ad hoc reports without reliance on IT
Faster reconciliation of data
Build reports in their final format
Refresh a real-time Excel dashboard
No more export to Excel and reformat

Questions? Call US +1.919.872.7800 | UK +44 (0)845.467.4448
Or visit www.insightsoftware.com

Reports Wand is an add-in to Microsoft
Excel that allows for real-time operational
reporting and analysis across all modules
of your business.

With an easy-to-use Excel interface, you can build highly customized
reports to meet even the most complex requirements, without relying on IT.
Drag and drop report design allows for easy report building, and powerful
drill-down configurations let you drill into details or related records.

Facilitates ad hoc
operational and
subledger reporting
Complements your
Business Intelligence
strategy
Access data covering
the most common
information requests
from Finance, HR, Projects, and other modules.

Refresh reports with
live data and drill
to details.

Effective alternative to
Oracle Standard or
Custom Reports, OBIEE,
Discoverer, Web ADI, BI
Publisher, and Hyperion
for operational reporting.

Reconciles transactions
to the General Ledger
Refreshes dynamic
dashboards and
visualizations in real time
Supports easy key
performance indicator
(KPI) creation
and tracking

Report from any SAP
module including MM,
SD, AP, AR, and AA.

Run CDS Views
directly in Excel.

Complement BOBJ,
BW, and other
reporting solutions.

About insightsoftware
insightsoftware turns financial and operational data into better business outcomes
that drive growth and ROI. Through turnkey reporting and performance management solutions, insightsoftware provides real time access to data-driven insights in
an efficient, cost-effective, and secure manner via integration with 130+ ERP systems
and Microsoft Excel. Learn more at www.insightsoftware.com.

“Reports Wand is an
intelligence tool because
it’s helping us do what we
want to do the way our
company wants to do it.”
- Michael Alkire

Applications Operations Manager,
Tnemec

